Grand Ballroom B  
Tuesday, June 27, 2023 - Day 2  
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm MDT

For Women Are Sacred (WAS) 2023 we are excited to continue WAS Talks!

WAS Talks provides a unique forum for survivors, advocates, researchers, the legal community, social workers, law enforcement, community/family members, child welfare workers, philosophers, community leaders, politicians, and tribal leaders to:

- voice a statement
- speak your concerns
- express your creativity through poetry or staged reading
- talk about the future or direction of our movement, the role of advocacy, VAWA reauthorization, historical trauma, domestic violence practices, child welfare issues, sexual violence, missing and murdered, sex trafficking
- EVERYTHING!!!

WAS Talks will be RECORDED during the Women Are Sacred (WAS) Conference and is a project inspired by the national TED Talks: Ideas Worth Spreading. WAS Talks is an active reminder that our stories hold power in shining light on the issues of violence in our communities. It's time to talk.

Check the agenda for more information.